
waves, and sparks off fantasies about palm

trees and beaches when he talks about ‘the

island’ and its importance. Unfortunately

he’s referring to the space between the 

f-holes – another dream gone. Joseph

Curtin, violin maker and workshop 

co-director, rounds off the afternoon with 

a talk on weights and tap-tones in old

Italian violin tops.

After dinner I have a conversation with

fellow luthiers James Ham and Ted White

about the benefits of fingerboards that are

extra light and extra stiff. It’s fascinating

stuff, and we resolve to find time later in

the week to take it further with input

from other interested participants.

Then it’s back to our meeting room 

in the Oberlin Conservatory of Music for

an evening of introductions to the other

participants. There are around 40 of us in

all, and it’s certainly an interesting and

diverse mix. It starts off on the heavy end

with physics professors, retired researchers

of superconductors, modal analysis experts

from the aircraft industry, and so on. Then

there are musicians and violin makers, some

of whom have already dedicated many

years to acoustic research, while others

have only recently developed an interest

and have more basic questions. But we all

share an enthusiasm for the complex riddle

that is stringed instrument sound.

Monday 30 June

The day starts with a session of lectures.

I find a bench space within view of the

lecturers since I want to finish the morning

not only with some more knowledge in my

head but also with a fully set-up violin 

– the one to be transformed. 

Joseph Curtin gets everybody’s 

attention by slowing down sounds,

including birdsong that turns into a melody

that Ravel or Debussy could have written.

He also slows virtuoso violin music, 

transforming it into something resembling

the sound of a double bass, which makes

every little slide and inaccuracy obvious.

Then he plays a passage of music, recorded

on an electric violin, on to which he adds a

series of sound radiation profiles – a kind 

of acoustic thumbprint taken from specific

Cremonese violins using the impact

hammer rig. The track thus ends up

sounding in turn like the ‘Plowden’

Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ and the ‘Wilmotte’

and ‘Titian’ Stradivaris. It’s a good way to

hear the different sound characteristics of

these instruments without the variability or

the compensation of a player being a factor.

During the lunch break the strings go on

to the factory fiddle. It’s a bad instrument

and whatever we do will improve it.

In the afternoon we are presented 

with the various projects that will fill our

afternoons and evenings. The projects are

split between about a dozen groups of

We will try to turn a cheap factory fiddle 
into a ‘Stradivari’ using the results
from modal analysis

George Stoppani (second from left) and Andreas Hudelmayer (centre) take modal analysis measurements
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